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Let S be a monoid and let T be a submonoid of finite index in S. The main
results in this article state that S can be presented by a finite complete rewriting
system if T can, and S has finite derivation type if T has. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
String rewriting systems have played a major role in the development of
theoretical computer science. They are also used in combinatorial semi-
group and group theory, where the notion of rewriting is central to the
idea of presenting semigroups, monoids, or groups through finite presenta-
tions. If a monoid can be presented by a finite complete rewriting system,
then the word problem for the monoid is solvable. Another finiteness
condition for finitely presented monoids is finite derivation type which is a
combinatorial condition satisfied by certain rewriting systems. If a monoid
can be presented by a finite complete rewriting system, then it has finite
derivation type. For finitely presented monoids the property of having
finite derivation type implies the homological finiteness condition FP .3
 w x w x .See 4, 7]9, 11 and 12 .
Let S be a semigroup and let T be a subsemigroup of S. If T has finite
 .index in S that is, the set S _ T is finite , then S is called a small
extension of T , and T is called a large subsemigroup of S. Some finiteness
conditions, such as being finitely presented and having soluble word
problems, are preserved by forming small extensions or large semigroups
 w x w x.see 1]3 and 10 . In this article we consider finite complete rewriting
systems and finite derivation types for small extensions of monoids it is
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.similar for the semigroup case . We solve part of the Open Problem 11.1
w xposed by N. Ruskuc 10 .Ï
THEOREM 1. Let S be a small extension of T. If T can be presented by a
finite complete rewriting system, then so can S.
THEOREM 2. Let S be a small extension of T. If T has finite deri¨ ation
 .type FDT , then so does S.
We remark that the converses of Theorems 1 and 2 also raised as part
w x.of the Open Problem 11.1 in 10 remain open.
2. NOTATION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
Let S be a set. We denote the free monoid on S by S*. The empty
word will be denoted by B.
A rewriting system R on S is a subset of S* = S*. Its elements are
referred to as rewrite rules, and they are often written in the form
q1 y1  q1 y1.r : r s r for r , r g R. The single-step reduction relation ª isR
the following relation on S*,
U ª V iff U ' Xrq1 Y and V ' Xry1 Y for some rq1 , ry1 g R .R
and X , Y g S*.
Its reflexive, transitive closure ªU is the reduction relation induced by R,R
and its reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure lU is the ThueR
w xcongruence generated by R. For any W g S*, let W denote the congru-R
 U 4ence class U g S* N U l W . Whenever a monoid M is isomorphic toR
U w xthe quotient monoid S*rl , the ordered pair S; R is called a monoidR
presentation of M with generators S and defining relations R.
We say that R is Noetherian if there is no infinite reduction sequence,
W ª W ª W ª ??? .1 R 2 R 3 R
Also, R is called confluent if whenever U ªU V and U ªU W then thereR R
is an X g S* with V ªU X and W ªU X. If R is both Noetherian andR R
confluent, we say that R is complete.
Let R be a finite complete rewriting system on S. Given a word
W g S*, there is a bound on the lengths of all reduction sequences,
W ª W ª W ª ??? ª W ,R 1 R 2 R R n
where the length of the preceding sequence is defined to be n. The
 .disorder of W, denoted by d W , is the maximum of the lengths of all ofR
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 .the reduction sequences starting with W. If W is irreducible then d WR
 w x w x .s 0. See 5 and 6 .
 .  .It is clear that if U ª V then d U ) d V .R R R
 .We have a graph G s G S; R associated with any monoid presentation
w xS; R , where the vertices are the elements of S*, and the edges are the
 .  .4-tuples e s U, r, « , V U, V g S*, r g R, « s "1 . The initial, terminal,
and inversion functions for an edge e as in the previous text are given by
 . «  . ye y1  .i e s Ur V, t e s Ur V, and e s U, r, y« , V . There is a two-sided
action of S* on G as follows. If W, W9 g S*, then for any vertex V of G,
 .  .W ? V ? W9 s WVW9 product in S* , and for any edge e s U, r, « , V of
 .G, W ? e ? W9 s WU, r, « , VW9 . This action can be extended to the paths
in G.
 .We let P G denote the set of all paths in G, and we let
P 2. G [ p , q : p , q g P G , i p s i q , t p s t q . 4 .  .  .  .  .  .  .
2. .DEFINITION 1. An equivalence relation ,; P G is called a homo-
topy relation if it satisfies the following conditions:
 .a If e , e are edges of G, then1 2
e ? i e t e ? e , i e ? e e ? t e . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .   ..b If p , q p, q g P G , then U ? p ? V , U ? q ? V for all U,
V g S*.
 .  .  .  .  .  .c If p, q , q , r g P G satisfy t p s i q s i q , t q s1 2 1 2 1
 .  .t q s i r , and q , q , then pq r , pq r.2 1 2 1 2
 .  . y1  .d If p g P G , then pp , 1, where 1 s 1 denotes the emptyi p.
  ..path at the vertex i p .
 .It is easily seen that the collection of all homotopy relations on P G is
2. .closed under arbitrary intersection, and that P G itself is a homotopy
2. .relation. Thus, if C ; P G , then there is a unique smallest homotopy
 .relation , on P G that contains C.C
w xDEFINITION 2. Let S; R be a finite monoid presentation and let G be
w x  .the associated graph. We say that S; R has finite deri¨ ation type FDT if
2. . 2. .there is a finite subset C ; P G which generates P G as a homotopy
2. .relation, that is, , s P G . A finitely presented monoid S is FDT ifC
 w x.some and hence any 11 finite presentation of S is FDT.
3. FINITE COMPLETE REWRITING SYSTEMS FOR
SMALL EXTENSIONS OF MONOIDS
Suppose S is a monoid and let T be a submonoid of finite index in S.
w x w xLet P s A; R be a finite presentation for T. Then by 10 S has aT 1
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finite presentation,
w xP s A , S _ T ; R , R ,S 1 2
  ..   ..   .. 4where R s sa, r s, a , as, l a, s , ss9, p s, s9 : s, s9 g S _ T , a g A2
 .  .  .  .for certain elements r s, a , l a, s , p s, s9 g A* j S _ T .
It is easy to prove the following
  ..LEMMA 1. For any word U g A j S _ T *, there is a word U9 g
 . UA* j S _ T such that U ª U9.R 2
Suppose R is a finite complete rewriting system on A. Let R s R j R .1 1 2
We want to show that R is a finite complete rewriting system on A j S _
.T . This will prove Theorem 1.
First we show that R is confluent.
U U   ..Let U ª V and U ª W, where U, V, W g A j S _ T *. By LemmaR R
 . U U1, there are words V 9, W9 g A* j S _ T such that V ª V 9 and W ªR R
W9. Because V 9 s W9 holds in S, we either have V 9 ' W9 g S _ T or we
have V 9, W9 g A* and V 9 s W9 holds in T. In the second case we have
w x w xV 9 s W9 . Because R is a finite complete rewriting system on A,R R 11 1
there is an irreducible word X g A* such that V 9 ªU X and W9 ªU X.R R1 1
Thus V ªU X and W ªU X. Hence R is confluent.R R
To show that R is Noetherian, it suffices to define a well-founded
  ..partial order ) on A j S _ T * such that if W ª V then W ) V.R
  ..For any W g A j S _ T *, let W ' W s W s ??? W s W , where1 1 2 2 n n nq1
W , . . . , W g A*, s , s , . . . , s g S _ T. We define functions f , f ???1 nq1 1 2 n 1 2
  ..from A j S _ T * to nonnegative integers by
f W s n , .1
f W s d W the disorder of W , .  .  .2 i R i i1
f W s L W the length of W , .  .  .2 iq1 i i
f W s 0, .j
where 1 F i F n q 1, j ) 2n q 3.
  ..  .For two words W, X g A j S _ T *, we define W ) X if f W )k
 .  .  .f X for some k and f W s f X for all j - k.k j j
First we show this ordering is well founded. Suppose there is an infinite
chain,
X ) X ) X ) ??? .1 2 3
 .  .  .Because f X G f X G f X G ??? , there must be some integer k1 1 1 2 1 3 1
such that
f X s f X s f X s ??? . .  .  .1 k 1 k q1 1 k q21 1 1
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Then we have
f X G f X G f X G ??? . .  .  .2 k 2 k q1 2 k q21 1 1
There must be some integer k G k such that2 1
f X s f X s f X s ??? . .  .  .2 k 2 k q1 2 k q22 2 2
So we have
f X G f X G f X G ??? . .  .  .3 k 3 k q1 3 k q22 2 2
Continuing in this way, we can get some integers k G k G ??? Gm my1
k G k , such that2 1
f X s f X s f X s ??? , j s 1, 2, . . . , m . . .  .  .j k j k q1 j k q2j j j
 .  .So f X s f X for j s 1, 2, . . . , m.j k j k q1m m
 .  .  .Because f X F f X for all i, we have f X s 0 for all i if1 i 1 1 j i
 .  .  .j ) 2f X q 3. Let m s 2f X q 3. Then we have f X s1 1 1 1 j k m
 .f X for all j. This is impossible for X ) X . Thus there is noj k q1 k k q1m m m
infinite chain X ) X ) X ) ??? .1 2 3
Now we show that if W ª V then W ) V.R
Let W ' W s W s ??? W s W , where W g A*, s g S _ T. Suppose a1 1 2 2 n n nq1 i j
rule r g R is applied to W to get V. If r g R , it must be applied to a1
 .  .  .  .subword W . So we have f W s f V 1 F j - 2 i and f W )i j j 2 i
 .   ..   ..f V . So W ) V. If r s s s , p s , s , or r s s a, r s , a with2 i i iq1 i iq1 i i
 .   ..  .  .  .r s , a g A*, or r s as , l a, s with l a, s g A*, then f W ) f V ,i i i i 1 1
so W ) V.
 X. XIf r s s a, s with s g S _ T , theni i i
W ' W s ??? W s aW X s ??? W ,1 1 i i iq1 iq1 nq1
V ' W s ??? W sXW X s ??? W ,1 1 i i iq1 iq1 nq1
X  .  .  .  .where W ' aW . So f W s f V 1 F j - 2 i q 2 , f W siq1 iq1 j j 2 iq2
 X .  X .  .  .  X .d aW G d W s f V , and f W s L aW )R iq1 R iq1 2 iq2 2 iq3 iq11 1
 X .  .L W s f V . Thus W ) V.iq1 2 iq3
 X. XSimilarly, if r s as , s with s g S _ T , we can also get W ) V.i i i
4. FINITE DERVIATION TYPE FOR SMALL
EXTENSIONS OF MONOIDS
Let T , S, P , P be as in the previous section. Let G and G denoteT S T S
the graphs associated with P and P , respectively, G can be consid-T S T
.ered as a subgraph of G . Let G denote the subgraph of G which has theS S
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 .same vertex set as G , but which contains only those edges U, r, « , V ofS
  ..  . G with r g R , U, V g A j S _ T *, « s "1. By P G respectively,S 2 q
 ..P G we denote the set of those paths in G that only contain edges ofy
 .   ..the form U, r, q1, V respectively, U, r, y1, V .
Then Lemma 1 in the previous section can be written as the following
  ..  .LEMMA 19. For any U g A j S _ T *, there is a path p g P Gq
 .from U to some U9 g A* j S _ T .
 .  4For any r g R j R and s , s g S _ T j B , by Lemma 19 we can1 2 1 2
 . q1  .q1choose a path p g P G from s r s to some V g A* j S _ T ,s , r , s q 1 21 2
 . y1  .y1and a path p g P G from s r s to some V 9 g A* j S _ T .s , r , s q 1 21 2
Because s rq1s s s ry1s holds in S, we have V s V 9 holds in S. Thus1 2 1 2
either V ' V 9 g S _ T , or V, V 9 g A* and V s V 9 holds in T. So there is
 . a path q g P G from V to V 9, where P G [ P G j 1 : s g S .  .s , r , s T T T s1 2
4_ T . Let
C s s , r , q1, s , p q1 q py1 y1 : .  .1 1 2 s , r , s s , r , s s , r , s1 2 1 2 1 2
 4s , s g S _ T j B , r g R j R . . 51 2 1 2
2. .Then C ; P G .1 S
 .  .  4For any s g S _ T , x, x9 g A j S _ T , s , s g S _ T j B , we can1 2
 .  .choose a path p g P G from s f x, s x9s to some V g A*s , f  x, s., x 9, s q 1 21 2
 .  .  .j S _ T , and a path p g P G from s xc s, x9 s to somes , x, c  s, x 9., s q 1 21 2
 .  .  .  .  .V 9 g A* j S _ T , where f x, s s l x, s if x g A, or f x, s s p x, s
 .  .  .  .if x g S _ T ; c s, x9 s r s, x9 if x9 g A, or c s, x9 s p s, x9 if x9 g
 .  .  .S _ T. Because s f x, s x9s s s xc s, x9 s s s xsx9s holds in S, we1 2 1 2 1 2
have V ' V 9 g S _ T , or V, V 9 g A* and V s V 9 holds in T. So there is a
path q g P G from V 9 to V. Let .s , x, s, x 9, s T1 2
C s pX , pY : .2 s , x , s , x 9 , s s , x , s , x 9 , s1 2 1 2
 4s g S _ T , x , x9 g A j S _ T , s , s g S _ T j B .  . 41 2
; P 2. G , .S
X    .. . Ywhere p s s , xs, f x, s , q1, x9s p , p ss , x, s, x 9, s 1 2 s , f  x, s., x 9, s s , x, s, x 9, s1 2 1 2 1 2
   .. .s x, sx9, c s, x9 , q1, s p q .1 2 s , x, c  s, x 9., s s , x, s, x 9, s1 2 1 2
 .  4For any s, s9 g S _ T , a g A, s , s g S _ T j B , we can choose a1 2
 .  .path p g P G from s r s, a s9s to some V g A* js , r  s, a., s9, s q 1 21 2
 .  .  .S _ T , and a path p g P G from s sl a, s9 s to somes , s, la, s9., s q 1 21 2
 .  .  .  .V 9 g A* j S _ T . Because s r s, a s9s s s sl a, s9 s s s sas9s1 2 1 2 1 2
holds in S, we have V ' V 9 g S _ T , or V, V 9 g A* and V s V 9 holds in
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T. So there is a path q g P G from V 9 to V. Let .s , s, a, s9, s T1 2
C s qX , qY : .3 s , s , a , s9 , s s , s , a , s9 , s1 2 1 2
 4 2.a g A , s, s9 g S _ T , s , s g S _ T j B ; P G , .  .41 2 S
X    .. . Ywhere q s s , sa, r s, a , q1, s9s p , q ss , s, a, s9, s 1 2 s , r  s, a., s9, s s , s, a, s9, s1 2 1 2 1 2
   .. .s s, as9, l a, s9 , q1, s p q .1 2 s , s, la, s9., s s , s, a, s9, s1 2 1 22. . 2. .Suppose , s P G for some B ; P G . Let C s B j C j CB T T 1 2
2. .j C ; P G . We want to show3 S
, s P 2. G . .C S
 .  .LEMMA 2. For any edge e in G , there exist paths p g P G , p g P G ,S q q y y
 .  .  .and q g P G , such that t p , i p g A* j S _ T , and e , p qp . .T q y C q y
 .   ..Proof. Let e s U, r, « , V , where U, V g A j S _ T *, r g R j1
 .R , « s "1. By Lemma 19, there are paths p g P G from U to some2 1 q
 .  .  .U9 g A* j S _ T , and p g P G from V to some V 9 g A* j S _ T .2 q
Because , is a homotopy relation, we haveC
e , p ? r « V U9r « ? p U9, r , « , V 9 py1 ? ry« V 9 Ury« ? py1 . . .  .  .  .C 1 2 1 2
By the construction of C , it is easy to see that1
U9, r , « , V 9 , p qpy1 , . C 3 4
 .where p , p g P G , q g P G . Thus .3 4 q T
e , p qp ,C q y
 « . « .  . y1 y1 y« . y«where p s p ? r V U9r ? p p g P G , p s p p ? r V 9 Urq 1 2 3 q y 4 1
y1 .  .? p g P G .2 y
 .  .  .LEMMA 3. For any two edges e , e in P G , if i e s i e , then there1 2 q 1 2
 .  .  .are paths p, p9 g P G , and q g P G , such that t p , t p9 g A* j .q T
 .S _ T , and e p , e p9q.1 C 2
 .Proof. If e s e , the result is true. Suppose e / e . Because i e s1 2 1 2 1
 .i e , only the following three cases can occur.2
 .  q1 .  q1 .1 e s U , r , q1, U r U , e s U r U , r , q1, U , where1 1 1 2 2 3 2 1 1 2 2 3
  ..U , U , U g A j S _ T *, r , r g R .1 2 3 1 2 2
 .    . . . 2 e s U , xs , f x , s , q 1 , x 9U , e s U x ,1 1 2 2 1
  .. .   .. sx9, c s, x9 , q1, U , where U , U g A j S _ T *, x, x9 g A j S _2 1 2
.  .  .  .  .T , s g S _ T , f x, s s l x, s if x g A, or f x, s s p x, s if x g S _
 .  .  .  .T ; c s, x9 s r s, x9 if x9 g A, or c s, x9 s p s, x9 if x9 g S _ T.
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 .    .. .  3 e s U , sa , r s , a , q 1, s 9U , E s U s , as 9,1 1 2 2 1
 .. .   ..l a, s9 , q1, U , where U , U g A j S _ T *, a g A, s, s9 g S _ T.2 1 2
 . X X XFor the case 1 , we have e e , e e , where e s1 1 C 2 2 1
 y1 .  . X  y1 .  .U r U , r , q1, U g P G , e s U , r , q1, U r U g P G . By1 1 2 2 3 q 2 1 1 2 2 3 q
 .  X .  X .Lemma 19 there is a path p g P G from t e s t e to some V g A*1 q 1 2
 . X  . X  .  .  .j S _ T . Let p s e p g P G , p9 s e p g P G . Then t p , t p91 1 q 2 1 q
 .g A* j S _ T , and e p , e p9.1 C 2
 .  .For the case 2 , we can choose paths p g P G from U to some1 q 1
 .  .  .V g A* j S _ T , and p g P G from U to some V g A* j S _ T .1 2 q 2 2
Then we have
e U f x , s x9 ? p p ? f x , s x9V .  . .  .1 1 2 1 2
, p V , xs, f x , s , q1, x9V , . . .C 3 1 2
 . .  .with p s p ? xsx9U V xsx9 ? p g P G , and3 1 2 1 2 q
e U xc s, x9 ? p p ? xc s, x9 V .  . .  .2 1 2 1 2
, p V x , sx9, c s, x9 , q1, V . . . .C 3 1 2
By the construction of C , it is easy to see that there exist paths p , p g2 4 5
 .P G and q g P G , such that .q T
V , xs, f x , s , q1, x9V p , V x , sx9, c s, x9 , q1, V p q. .  . .  . .  .1 2 4 C 1 2 5
  . .  . .  .Let p s U f x , s x 9 ? p p ? f x , s x 9V p g P G , p9 s1 2 1 2 4 q
  . .  . .  .U xc s, x9 ? p p ? xc s, x9 V p g P G . Then e p , e p9q, and1 2 1 2 5 q 1 C 2
 .  .  .t p , t p9 g A* j S _ T .
 . For the case 3 , by the construction of C , we can get the result by an3
 ..argument similar to that used in case 2 .
   ..   ..   ..Let K s max 1, L r s, a , L l a, s , L p s, s9 : s, s9 g S _ T , a g
4   ..A . For any V g A j S _ T *, let V ' V s V s ??? V s V , where1 1 2 2 n n nq1
V g A*, s g S _ T. We definei i
f V s Kn q L V q L V q ??? qL V q L V . .  .  .  .  .1 2 n nq1
 .  .  .   ..It is clear that f VV9 s f V q f V 9 for any V, V 9 g A j S _ T *.
 .  .  q1 .For any edge e s U, r, q1, V in P G , because r g R , we have f rq 2
 y1 .  q1 .  .  q1 .  .  .G K q 1 ) K G f r . So f Ur V s f U q f r q f V ) f U q
 y1 .  .  y1 .   ..   ..f r q f V s f Ur V . Thus f i e ) f t e .
 .  .  .LEMMA 4. For any two paths p , p g P G , if i p s i p , then1 2 q 1 2
X X X X .  .  .there are paths p , p g P G and q g P G such that t p , t p g .1 2 q T 1 2
 . X XA* j S _ T and p p , p p q.1 1 C 2 2
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Proof. We will prove the result by induction on the nonnegative integer
  ..f i p .1
  ..If f i p s 0, the result is true. Suppose the result is true for the case1
  ..   ..f i p - n. We consider the case of f i p s n.1 1
If one of p is the empty path, the result is true. So let p s e p ,i 1 1 1
 .  .p s e p , where e are edges in P G and p g P G . By Lemma 3,2 2 2 i q i q
 .  .  .there are paths p9, p0 g P G and q9 g P G such that t p9 , t p0 g .q T
 .A* j S _ T and
e p9 , e p0 q9. 1 .1 C 2
 .  .  .   ..   ..   ..Now p , p9 g P G , i p s i p9 , and f i p s f t e - f i e s1 q 1 1 1 1
  ..  .f i p s n, so by the induction hypothesis and the fact that t p9 g1
X .  .A* j S _ T , there are paths p g P G and q g P G such that .1 q 1 T
 X .  .t p g A* j S _ T and1
Xp p , p9q . 2 .1 1 C 1
X  .Similarly, there are paths p g P G and q g P G such that .2 q 2 T
 X .  .t p g A* j S _ T and2
Xp p , p0 q . 3 .2 2 C 2
 .  .  .Now by 1 , 2 , and 3 we have
X Xp p s e p p , e p9q , e p0 q9q ,1 1 1 1 1 C 1 1 C 2 1
X Xp p s e p p , e p0 q .2 2 2 2 2 C 2 2
Xy1 y1Let q s q q9q . Then q g P G , and p p , e p0 q q q9q , .2 1 T 1 1 C 2 2 2 1 C
Xp p q.2 2
 .  .  .COROLLARY. For any two paths p , p g P G , if i p s i p and1 2 q 1 2
 .  .  .t p , t p g A* j S _ T , then there is a path q g P G such that .1 2 T
p , p q.1 C 2
 .LEMMA 5. For any path p in G , there exist paths p g P G , p gS q q y
 .  .  .  .P G , and q g P G such that t p , i p g A* j S _ T and p , .y T q y C
p qp .q y
Proof. Let p s e e ??? e , where e , e , . . . , e are edges in G . By1 2 m 1 2 m S
X  .Lemma 2, there are paths p , p g P G and q g P G , such that .i i q i T
 .  X.  . X y1  .t p , t p g A* j S _ T and e , p q p i s 1, 2, . . . , m . Thusi i i C i i i
p , pX q py1 pX q py1 ??? pX q py1 .C 1 1 1 2 2 2 m m m
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 .  X .  .  X .  .Because i p s i p and t p , t p g A* j S _ T , by the corol-i iq1 i iq1
X X X X Xy1lary, there is a path q g P G , such that p , p q , so p p , q .i T iq1 C i i i iq1 C i
 .i s 1, 2, . . . , m . Thus
p , pX qpy1 ,C 1 m
X X Xwhere q s q q q q ??? q q g P G . .1 1 2 2 my1 m T
2. .LEMMA 6. , s P G .C S
 . 2. .Proof. For any p , p g P G , by Lemma 5, there are paths p ,1 2 S q
X X X .  .  .  .p g P G , p , p g P G , and q , q g P G such that t p , t p , .q q y y y 1 2 T q q
 .  X .  . X Xi p , i p g A* j S _ T , p , p q p , and p , p q p . If oney y 1 C q 1 y 2 C q 2 y
 .  X .  .  X .  .  X .  .of t p , t p , i p , i p is in S _ T , then t p s t p s i pq q y y q q y
 X .   .  X .  .s i p s s g S _ T , and q s q s 1 for i p s i p , t p sy 1 2 s q q y
 X .. X Xt p . By the corollary we can get that p , p , p , p . Hencey q C q y C y
p , p p , pX pX , p .1 C q y C q y C 2
 .  X .  .  X .Now suppose that t p , t p , i p , i p g A*. Then q , q gq q y y 1 2
 .  .P G . By the corollary, there are paths q , q g P G such that p ,T 3 4 T q C
X y1 X  y1 . 2. .p q and p , q p . Because q , q q q g P G and , sq 3 y C 4 y 1 3 2 4 T B
2. . y1P G , we have q , q q q . Thus,T 1 C 3 2 4
p , p q p , pX q qy1q q qy1 pX , pX q pX , p .1 C q 1 y C q 3 3 2 4 4 y C q 2 y C 2
2. .Therefore , s P G .C S
Proof of Theorem 2. If T is FDT, we can choose B finite. Then C is
2. .finite and so because , s P G , S is FDT.C S
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